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ASX ANNOUNCEMENT 

ACQUISITION OF ANGLO SCOTTISH ASSET FINANCE 
 
 
Please find attached a Media Release and Investor Presentation in relation to McMillan Shakespeare’s 
acquisition of the UK’s Anglo Scottish Asset Finance (“Anglo Scottish”) for an upfront payment of £7.7 
million and an earn-out payment of up to £7.0 million on achieving a cumulative 3 year EBITDA target up to 
31 December 2018. 
 
The acquisition signed and completed on 4 November 2015. 
 
 

 

 
Mark Blackburn 
CFO and Company Secretary 
McMillan Shakespeare Limited 

Mike Salisbury 
Managing Director and CEO 
McMillan Shakespeare Limited 
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MEDIA RELEASE 

MCMILLAN SHAKESPEARE EXPANDS ITS UK PRESENCE BY 
ACQUIRING ONE OF THE UK’S LARGEST ASSET FINANCE BROKERS, 

ANGLO SCOTTISH ASSET FINANCE 
 
McMillan Shakespeare Limited (“MMS”) is pleased to announce the acquisition of 100% of the shares in the 
privately owned UK asset finance broker, Anglo Scottish Asset Finance (“Anglo Scottish”). The 
consideration is an upfront cash payment of £7.7 million and a potential earn-out payment of a maximum of 
£7.0 million based on the achievement of a three year cumulative EBITDA target up to 31 December 2018.   
 
The transaction was signed and completed on 4 November 2015 and funded via cash reserves. 
 
The acquisition represents another building block in providing an integrated asset finance and asset 
management business in the UK which commenced in 2013 and was built upon by the acquisition of CLM 
Fleet Management in 2013. 
 
It is anticipated that Anglo Scottish’s comprehensive network of funder relationships and technology platform 
will enhance MMS’s ability to get the best deal for UK businesses, across a broader range of asset finance 
solutions. Conversely, the Anglo Scottish offering will benefit from MMS’s strong capabilities in areas such as 
vehicle contract hire, fleet management, operating leasing and structured finance as well as added 
investment as a result of the group’s substantial financial resources. 
 
Mike Salisbury, Managing Director and CEO of MMS, said “We are excited to bring Anglo Scottish into the 
MMS Group as the acquisition represents an excellent complement to our existing UK operations. Our 
combined UK business possesses an excellent capability to grow our share of what we consider to be an 
important market.” 
 
Roger Skinner, CEO of MMS’s UK operations, comments: “Anglo Scottish is a perfect addition to our 
business at this very exciting juncture in our growth plans. Our core mission is to provide our clients with the 
very best possible asset financing solution tailored to their business, whatever their needs. The Anglo 
Scottish team has deep market knowledge and an established network across the UK asset finance 
ecosystem that will bolster our ability to do exactly this, underlining our position as the trusted partner for 
asset financing”. 
 
David Foster, Managing Director at Anglo Scottish, continues: “We are delighted to be joining the McMillan 
Shakespeare Group. Its strong focus on transparency and integrity, coupled with its impressive resources, 
makes it an ideal fit for us as we look to invest and expand our unique offering to our agents and customers. 
In addition, the group’s proven capabilities in areas such as vehicle leasing, fleet management, operating 
leasing and structured finance will allow us to provide a truly comprehensive service to clients. 
 
“We see this as an excellent opportunity for our sales staff, agents and funding partners as we plan to 
increase volume considerably.” 
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The acquisition will involve minimal disruption to Anglo Scottish’s business. The Anglo Scottish Directors and 
senior management team will continue to run and manage the business and, from a client experience 
perspective, it is anticipated that there will be little change. 
 
For further information on the acquisition including an overview of the Anglo Scottish business and the 
strategic rationale please refer to the Investor Presentation. 
 
 
For further information please contact: 
 
 

 

 
Mark Blackburn 
CFO and Company Secretary 
McMillan Shakespeare Limited 

Mike Salisbury 
Managing Director and CEO 
McMillan Shakespeare Limited 
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Important notice and disclaimer
"This presentation has been prepared by McMillan Shakespeare Limited (ACN107 233 983) (MMS) for the sole purpose of providing an overview of its recent 

acquisition of Anglo Scottish Asset Finance Limited (UK registration number 06099866).  This presentation is not a prospectus, disclosure document, product 

disclosure statement or other offering document.  

The presentation contains selected information and does not purport to be all inclusive or to contain all information that may be relevant to a prospective 

investor.  The information in this presentation does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any particular 

investor and each person is responsible for conducting its own examination of MMS and assessment of the merits and risks of investing in MMS' shares.

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements. These statements are only predictions.  Actual events or results may differ materially.  Nothing 

in this presentation is a promise or representation as to the future.  MMS does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such 

statements or assumptions. 

The information in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not an offer of securities for subscription, purchase or sale in any jurisdiction.  No 

representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and 

conclusions contained in this presentation.  To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of MMS, its directors, employees, agents or advisers, nor any 

other person accepts any liability for any loss arising from the use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it, including, 

without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of MMS or its directors, employees, agents or advisers.

An investment in MMS is subject to known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of MMS, including possible loss of income and principal 

invested.  MMS does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of MMS, nor does it guarantee the repayment of capital from MMS or any 

particular tax treatment.  Each person should have regard to MMS' other periodic and continuous disclosure documents when making their investment 

decision and should consult such advisers as they consider necessary before making an investment decision.  Past performance information given in this 

presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. 

This presentation contains information provided by third parties. MMS takes no responsibility for the accuracy, currency, reliability and correctness of any 

information provided by third parties, or of any third party material included within this presentation either directly or by reference.

All dollar values are in United Kingdom Pound (GBP£) unless otherwise stated and financial data is presented as at the date stated."
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Agreement to acquire Anglo Scottish Asset Finance (“Anglo Scottish”) for an upfront payment of £7.7 million and an earn-
out payment subject to achieving a future cumulative 3 year EBITDA target

 Asset finance broker, which provides a range of financial services across the UK including business finance, 

personal finance and vendor / dealer finance

 Core activity is the provision of hire purchase, leasing facilities and personal loans

 Primarily service North East England and Scotland regions

 Agreement to acquire Anglo Scottish for an upfront payment of £7.7 million

• FY15F pro forma normalised EBITDA of £1.57 million1

 In addition, MMS has agreed to pay an earn-out payment of up to a maximum of £7.0 million based on Anglo 

Scottish achieving a 3 year cumulative EBITDA target

 The upfront and potential earn-out payment will be funded via utilising existing MMS cash reserves 

 Anglo Scottish’s four founding directors and shareholders along with the senior management team will continue to 
run and manage the business

 Combined with MMS’s existing UK operations, Maxxia UK, the acquisition represents an opportunity to create the 
largest non-bank asset finance broker and originator in the UK  by volume

• Anglo Scottish is one of the UK’s largest Asset Finance brokers and combined with Maxxia UK has the 
potential to arrange over £250 million per annum of asset finance business in its first year as a business 
combination

 Provides further strength to the Maxxia brand and capability through wider geographic reach across the United 
Kingdom 

• Maxxia UK’s principle area of focus is London / South East & Midlands, while Anglo Scottish is focused on 
the North East England and Scotland regions

1. Based on trading performance through to 30 September 2015, with 3 months forecast (October to December) based on the 9 month average to September 2015
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Strong leadership 

and senior 

management team

 Highly experienced senior management team, collectively around 80 years of asset finance experience 

 In-depth product and market insight gained working for the Bank of Scotland Group

 Committed to future development of the business and the delivery of growth and profitability

Strong credit 

procedures
 Approximately 85% of FY14 volumes were in the prime or near prime space 

 Extensive network of over 40 mainstream and specialist panel funders that provides a wide range of 

competitive funding

Customer focused 

with low 

concentration risk

 High levels of repeat business from a loyal and varied customer base

• ~50% of new business from existing customer base

 Longstanding customer relationships across SME’s, large, multi-national corporate and private 

individuals

 Low customer concentration given 15,000 live agreements currently in place

Operating platform  Scalable operating platform that allows for increased new business volume at improved operating 

margins

 Technology platform that allows for a quick turnaround of transactions from application through to 

approval and pay out by Third Party funders 

 First broker in its field to gain a full Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) licence and approval for selling 

Regulated Finance
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Complimentary 

extensions to 

Maxxia UK product 

offering

 Cross selling opportunities across both organisations

• Maxxia UK will immediately gain access to Anglo Scottish’s established and comprehensive range 
of asset and loan finance companies

• Maxxia UK will be able to extend its vehicle leasing (Fleet Management, Contract Hire, Short Term 
Rental) and technology asset management capability to Anglo Scottish customers for the sales 
team to accelerate growth

Operating platform
 Opportunity to create the largest independent asset finance broker and funder in the UK

• Combination of Maxxia UK and Anglo Scottish has the potential to arrange over £250 million per 
annum of asset finance business in its first year as a business combination

 On-line broker platform and systems, along with Maxxia UK brand, product suite and associated 

benefits, will underpin an aggregation model designed to attract other finance brokers to join

 Maxxia UK has a sophisticated digital marketing process that will be integrated within the Anglo 

Scottish sales and origination process

Geographic 

expansion
 Provides further strength to the Maxxia UK brand and capability through wider geographic reach 

across the United Kingdom 

• Maxxia UK principle area of focus is London / South East & Midlands 

• Anglo Scottish – North East England and Scotland

 The on line platform invested in by Anglo Scottish facilitates further UK geographical expansion 

through attracting smaller finance brokers to a aggregation platform
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Mix of asset funding (FY14)Business overview

Financial overview (£m)1,2

 Anglo Scottish an asset finance broker, provides a range of 

financial services across the UK including business finance, 

personal finance and vendor / dealer finance

• Core activity is the provision of hire purchase, leasing 
facilities and personal loans

• Primarily service North East England and Scotland 
regions

 Revenue generated by a combination of direct sales, 

brokerage / agency sales and dealer / supplier referrals

 Diverse range of customer relationships covering blue-chip 

businesses as well as smaller, niche businesses

 Extensive network of over 40 mainstream and specialist panel 

funders

 Founded in 2007 by four individuals who remain the 

management team today

• Employ 36 full time staff based in Durham, England, as 
well as 16 self-employed field agents based around the 
UK

Revenue Normalised EBITDA

75%

19%

6%

Vehicles

Plant and

machinery

MMS acquisition of Anglo Scottish

1. FY15F based on Anglo Scottish trading performance through to 30 September 2015, with 3 months forecast (October to December) based on the 9 month average to September 2015

2. Financial year ended 31 December

4.8

5.6

FY14 FY15F

1.28
1.57

FY14 FY15F
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Asset 
finance

Personal 
finance

Vendor / 
Dealer 

Partners

Virtual 
vehicle 
sales

Business 
finance

Business 
loans

Mix of product offering (FY14)

85%

10%
5%

HP

Lease

Loans

Mix of asset type (FY14)

45%

30%

19%

4%2… Commercial vehicles

Cars

Plant and machinery

Office equipment

Loans

Products and services provided

Average asset 

finance advance is 

£25,000 with a term 

of 45 months 

Offer secured (up to  £1 

million) and unsecured 

(up to £200,000), with 

the average loan size of 

£60,000 over a 36 

month period

Offer secured 

personal loans (up 

to  £100,000)

MMS acquisition of Anglo Scottish

Anglo Scottish 

#1 product
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Funding provider by new business (FY14)

12%

9%

9%

6%

6%
5%4%4%4%

4%

37%

 Anglo Scottish has access to an extensive network 

of mainstream and specialist panel funders

• Circa 40 funding providers

 No one funder has more than 15% of the annual 

new business volumes

MMS acquisition of Anglo Scottish

Customers (FY14)

30%

70%

Regulated

Unregulated

 Diverse customer base including SME’s, large 

multi-national corporates and private individuals 

with ~50% of new business sourced from existing 

customer base

 Regulated business is primarily with individuals 

(personal loans) whereas unregulated business is 

generally with corporate clients (asset finance)

Other: 30+ 

funders
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Long term licence agreement in place to utilise Dealtrak as the Company's front-end deal management 

operating system  

 Leading software package of its type providing a credit scoring system, connectivity to financers and 

their credit policies

First broker to be granted a full FCA license (Oct 2014) 

 All sales staff are Specialist Automotive Finance approved

MMS acquisition of Anglo Scottish

Retention of key employees including the four founding shareholders and Directors to continue to lead 

and manage Anglo Scottish

Established 50% joint venture agreement in 2009 with Northridge Asset Finance (subsidiary of Bank of 

Ireland) to provide funding primarily for “wheeled and tracked” assets (i.e. cars, LCV, trailers, etc.)

 Accounted for 12% of the total NAF originated in 2014

 Credit risk shared evenly by both JV partners, however no losses from a credit default have been 
experienced since establishment


